RUDOLF NUREYEV® FOUNDATION

The Foundation is concerned with:

1. The promotion of ballet whether through the support of individual dancers who are recommended by their ballet schools or performances of first-class artistic niveau;
2. Medical scientific and humanitarian causes;
3. The support of the memory of Rudolf Nureyev.

APPLICATION

Full name of applicant

Address

Email, phone- & mobile-no

Nature of application

Specification of purpose with detailed description

Full budget of project

Specific remarks (if any)

List of supporting docs

Application to be filed and sent to the Secretariat of Rudolf Nureyev Foundation at below indicated address by **May 25th, 2023 at the latest**

Place, date

Signature

Swiss Correspondence Address:

Rudolf Nureyev Foundation

c/o Irene Pozzi

Feldblumenstrasse 39

CH-8134 Adliswil

Switzerland

www.nureyev.org

The name, the artistic works and photographs of Rudolf Nureyev are protected internationally by trademark law, copyright and personality right, and may not be used or commercially exploited without the consent of the Rudolf Nureyev Foundation.